
The Subject - Full details you have.

Location(s) - As detailed as possible.

The specific tactic - "Technical surveillance" is not specific.  Remember this

document is sensitive and for police eyes so tell the authorising officer exactly

what you want.

Dates of use - Be as accurate as you can, cover all ranges and "just in case" is

not appropriate.

This is the golden box of your application, not the scene setting. Use this to outline

the DSA facts and specific detail of the tactics you intend to use. 

No references to intelligence, this information is set out is section four.

Have you included:

Almost all WMP applications are granted by a Superintendent via

COPS/ Pegasus System.

Urgent authorities can be completed by an Inspector in extremely rare

circumstances and must be in writing by both sides and scanned to

CAB. WMP never use an Inspector as we have resilience for

Superintendents on call 24/7 (See Page 53 6.6 of the codes).

All higher authorities MUST be completed via CAB.

Page 45 - Codes of Practice

THINK
RIPA

SECTION TWO - DETAILS

SECTION ONE - AUTHORITY

HONEST, FAIR &
TRANSPARENT

Core values and principles of

policing.  If you were the one

being watched, would you

think it was fair?

SECTION THREE - PARTICULARS
Yes, it looks like duplication from box two, but only nominals in this section are indexed and searchable. Future

checks and intelligence trawls will not find the names in box two.  (This includes freedom of information checks).

SECTION FOUR- INTROS & INTEL

 This application is submitted by DC 123 Smith..... WV crime team...

Operation 'Crimetime' relates to an investigation into the supply of drugs in the area of Smith Street,

Wolverhampton.

Intelligence suggests that Dave SMITH Born 05/06/1985 of 25 Smith Street is suspected of being

involved in the supply.... Information from various sources detail several cars pulling up...

This section is broken into two parts, 4A is the DESCRIPTION of the investigation.

DO NOT GROUP INTEL - Think, can a third party find each aspect of your intelligence easily from

a group of ten IMS logs at the end of the box?

Summarise each entry, but remember it will need to be a true reflection of the log, then end the

specific log with the reference numbers.

4B is the INTELLIGENCE collated from the investigation.

HAVE A QUESTION? - CAB ARE HERE TO HELP

This tip sheet aims to give a few

pointers and areas to consider when

completing your DSA submissions  in

order to minimse re-work requests.



SECTION FIVE- GROUNDS - MUST BE COMPLETED

SECTION SIX - NECESSITY

Be Clear -  state what you hope to achieve and what information you

intend to gather by undertaking your activity.

What do you want to achieve? -  "Video evidence of drug dealing is

sought..."

Why? -  "At this time, there is insufficient evidence," surveillance will

confirm and enable.... 

      Make it PERSONAL! - Explain why your chosen tactic is necessary

SECTION NINE  
PROPORTIONALITY

Section 7 & 8 are self-explanatory and complete as appropriate, do not

leave them blank, at the very least, enter “N/A” to show you have reviewed

the field.

Why do we need to conduct this activity? Can it not be

obtained by other means? No? well say why… is there a

treat to life, public safety / impact, disruption, loss of

evidence?

Have lesser intrusive tactics been used or considered?

Lesser tactics may not deal with the issue hence the need. 

We all know the answer to these questions, but we don’t

always document them.  Show your thoughts and rationale.

Demonstrate your capability and understanding of the

situation / investigation.

SECTION NINE - COLLATERAL INTRUSION

"Intrusion into the privacy of persons not involved in the investigation is inevitable....."  So how will you

minimise this? – Research, intelligence, tight parameters of request.  Say if you considered broader

ranges but you have scaled to minimise collateral intrusion.

If you have done everything you can to identify the relevant persons but were unable to and that’s why

you need surveillance, say so.

Minimise – Specific targeting in your application, detailed briefings provided to observation teams.

Acknowledge / liaise with teams to explore the scope and limitations of visual and audio equipment.

Does the equipment used stray into a neighbours house?  Will the audio equipment pick up other

conversations from the street?

Obtaining information relating to people who have no involvement in the investigation.

Think about your aim and objective.

Will your plan and request achieve that, demonstrate why

lesser wouldn't work / frustrate your objectives. 

Rationalise - Explain - Justify.  We can all assume and don't

record it.

Make it specific, make it personal to the subject, and if you

don't know, say so. 

What is your plan with collateral intrusion and what

disclosure measures will you have in place to deal with it

and potential further offences generating intelligence leads.

Remember applications granted may last for three months

(28 days in WMP) but you need to constantly review and

manage during the allocated time.
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